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ABSTRACT:  Mobile ad-hoc network (MANET) is little more than a distributed system in which all network activities have 

been implemented by the nodes themselves; actions implemented by the network like familiarizing topology and 

communications conveyance, etc., i.e. all steering functions are integrated into different mobile nodes. The nodes in ad hoc 

mobile networks interlink with each other wirelessly. The information exchange 's wireless nature makes nodes vulnerable to 

different forms of attacks including such blackwhole attacks, wormhole attacks, denial of service ( DOS) attacks, etc. 

Although the significance of this mechanism is obvious, studies that evaluate the watchdog seriously in wireless mobile 

scenarios with high degree of mobility, features of any Mobile Adhoc Network, are hard to find. In this work we show that an 

extra effort must be made to resolve some of the watchdog disadvantages that are still present when using them in MANET's 

scenarios. MANET’s current routing protocols aren't successful in meeting all traffic scenarios. Thus design of an effective 

routing protocol has attracted considerable attention. Therefore, it is very important to examine the pros and cons of 

communication algorithms which can be used to further develop professional any new routing protocol. This paper discusses 

the pros and cons of MANET's inter-vehicle contact routing protocols. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

In this era, the explosive development of mobile computing expedients that primarily embody laptops, personal digital 

assistants (PDAs) as well as hand-held digital devices, it's driven a revolutionary modification inside the computing world. 

Computing won't simply place confidence within the power provided by the private computers, and additionally the 

conception of gift computing emerges and becomes one in each hotspots of research inside the applied science society. 

Throughout this surroundings a path behalf of the two hosts might contains hops through one or extra nodes inside the 

painter. an important draw back in associate degree passing mobile ad-hoc network is finding and maintaining routes since 

host quality can cause topology changes. Several routing algorithms for MANETs are projected inside the literature which 

they differ inside the painter. New routes square measure found and existing ones square measure modified. Basically 

MANET networks square portion extra susceptible to suffer from the hateful performances. This paper we proposed an 

wormhole attack detection and prevention approach using secure mechanism of detection such malicious behavior. 

  

II. RELATED WORK 

 

Yashpal sinh Gohil et. al. [1] proposed a true Link verifies whether or not there's an immediate link for a node to its adjacent 

neighbor. hollow detection exploitation TrueLink involves 2 phases specifically rendezvous and validation. the primary part 

is performed with firm temporal order factors during which time being exchange between 2 nodes takes place. within the 

second part, each the nodes demonstrate one another to prove that they're the conceiver of corresponding time being. the 

foremost disadvantage is that TrueLink works solely on IEEE 802.11 devices that are backward compatible with a computer 

code update. A trip time (RTT) approach is emerged to beat the issues in exploitation further hardware. The RTT is that the 

time taken for a supply node to send RREQ and receive RREP from destination. A node should calculate the RTT between 

itself and its neighboring nodes. The malicious nodes have higher RTT price than different nodes. during this method, the 

supply will determine its real and misbehaving neighbors. This detection technique is efficient only in the case of hidden 

attacks. 
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Vikaskumar Upadhyay and Rajesh Shukla [2] describes numerous strategies were projected employing a packet leash 

technique for the detection of the wormhole attack. The packet leash is that the technique that defends against the wormhole 

attack. The leashes will be classified either into geographical or temporal. In geographical leashes, all nodes ought to have 

data of its own location within the network and secure synchronized clock. Whenever a sender sends the info packet, it 

includes its own recent location and UTC transmitting aerial detects the existence of wormhole nodes. During this technique, 

directional data is shared between supply and destination. The destination will find the wormhole by scrutiny the received 

signal from the malicious nodes and directional data from the supply. If the signals from the supply and intermediate nodes 

are different, then the wormhole link is detected. 

 

Amit Kumar and Sayar Singh Shekhawat [3] describes, in order to supply safe communication, authors gift communication 

parameter based mostly analysis model. wormhole attack is one such attack within which 2 or a lot of nodes will together 

access the information measure and communication are often flustered. during this paper, a wormhole infected network is 

outlined and so as to perform the reliable communication in attacked network the work model is obtainable. Network model 

is generated for optimizing the communication to spot the safe communication node. The authors additionally discuss a way 

to generate the safe path in attack based mostly mobile network. Finally, the given model has provided the optimized 

parameter reconciling communication. Results show the improved performance of model in terms of the communication 

throughput and reduced the loss.  

 

Ashish Kumar Jain and Ravindra Verma [4] authors conceive the thought of calculative trust values of nodes so as to search 

out malicious or legitimate nodes within the network. Authors propose a way to defend against wormhole attack victimization 

combination of parameters like energy, range of connections and buffer length of a node. Supported these parameters trust 

worth of a node is computed. Then this trust worth of node is compared with threshold worth of network trust. Supported this 

comparison it may be found that whether or not that chosen node is either malicious or legitimate. The planned methodology 

consists of two phases: initial of all, do analysis of network parameter and threshold computation and second the protection 

implementation on the prevailing routing protocol. Results area unit analyzed by extending AODV protocol and also the 

performance of the planned routing protocol is evaluated and compared with the AODV vulnerable. per the comparative 

outcomes the performance of the planned trust based mostly security approach is way economical and adoptable against 

wormhole attacks in MANET.  

Rajan Patel Anal Patel, Nimisha Patel [5] this survey is done on different techniques used for detection of wormhole attack 

authors propose an approach for detection and hindrance of wormhole attack. A projected approach for defensive against 

wormhole attack based mostly on the Hash based Compression Function (HCF) that is really mistreatment any secure hash 

operate to cipher a worth of hash field for RREQ packet and projected approach appearance terribly promising compared to 

other solutions proposed in literature.  

Dhruva Patel et. al. [6] system describes how different security layers are influenced by various security threats. MANET is 

susceptible to various threats due to its mobility and self-routing nature so, different layers in network can be infected by 

different attacks. There are number of attacks and each attack has its own impact on different layers like some can cause harm 

to particular network layer only while others can attack other layers i.e. it depends on the nature of attack how it reacts. Now, 

Wormhole attack is a network layer attack which can completely disturb the communication channel and it is found to be 

very serious threat among all attacks. In this paper, authors throw light on wormhole attack and various existing detecting and 

preventing techniques are discussed. In those techniques, wormhole attack is detected using AODV and DSR routing 

protocols. And it is recommended to use other routing protocols like TORA, ZRP for detecting wormhole attack.  

 

Juhi Biswas et. al. [7] system present AODV routing protocol is modified in order to detect and prevent wormhole attack in 

real world MANET and Wormhole Attack Detection and Prevention approach (WADP) is enforced on this changed AODV. 

so as to discover malicious nodes within the network and to get rid of false positive drawback node authentication mechanism 

is employed. Moreover, simulation results show that node authentication not solely removes false positive however 

conjointly helps in mapping actual location of hole and could be a quite double verification for hole attack detection. This 

algorithmic rule doesn't use any special hardware for police work wormhole attack. 

 

Kapil Raghuwanshi et. al. [8] take initiative to resolve or minimize the impact of hole attack by making an answer which 

might sense the hole presence within the initial route setup stage. This resolution is predicated on hop count study approach 

i.e. hop count is employed as a parameter for characteristic ways containing hole tunnel. Hop count analysis is employed to 

spot malicious nodes. Simulation of the projected work is completed within the presence of hole attack in numerous node and 

traffic situations. The simulation results projected technique shows superior performance as PDR and turnout will increase 
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but, “average end-to-end delay” additionally will increase. Within the analyzed state of affairs, it's found that the MAODV 

includes a superior performance then AODV. Changed AODV is appropriate for detection and bar of hole attack. It improves 

the Packet delivery magnitude relation vulnerable conditions, with a borderline decrease in turnout and acceptable increase in 

end-to-end delay. 

 

SN mane et. al. [9]  in Network Simulator 2 (NS2), em tests the efficiency of cellular Networks on MANET. We have 

introduced congestion control for Ad hoc Upon-Demand Distance Vector (AODV), Ad hoc On-Demand Numerous Distance 

Vector (AOMDV) and departure point-Sequenced Distance Vector (DSDV), and contrasted performance is based on 

Bandwidth, End-to - End Delay (E2ED), Packet Delivery Ratio ( PDR) and Normalized Packet Ratio (NPR). The product of 

the simulation is  that on-demand forwarding within the MANET serves MANETs stronger with Mobile IP. 

 

 

 

 

III. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

 

 

Figure 1 : Various attack detection in MANET 

 

The complete network is separated in clusters sets illustrated in figure 1. Sometimes clusters might be corresponded or 

separate. Every cluster contains a single cluster head as well as number of cluster member nodes. Member nodes forward on 

the data only to the cluster head when any nodes want to send data to Cluster Head (CH). The CH is responsible for forward 

on the collective data to all its other cluster members. The CH is selected enthusiastically and preserves the routing 

information.  

In this section, we introduce the mechanism for detecting the wormhole attacks. To identifies misbehaving nodes and avoids 

routing through theses nodes, watchdog and pathrater is proposed in [1]. In this technique, watchdog identifies misbehavior 

of nodes by copying packets and maintained a buffer for recently sent packets. The overheard packet is compared with the 

sent packet, if there is a match then discards that packet. If the packet is timeout, increment the failure tally for the node. And 

if the tally exceeds the thresholds, then node will misbehave. The implementation of watchdog technique is shown in Figure 

2. 

 

Figure 2 : data communication implementation 

 

In this figure, it is assumed that bidirectional communication symmetry on every link between nodes that want to 

communicate. If a node can receive a message from a node at time , then node could instead have received a message from 
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node at the time will implement the watchdog. It maintain a buffer of recently sent packets and compares each overheard 

packet with the packet in the buffer, when forwards a packet from to with the help of , can overhear transmission and capable 

of verifying that has attempted to pass the packet towards . But this approach has some limitations and it is not detect the 

misbehaving node during ambiguous collisions, receiver collisions, false misbehavior and collusion. 

The approach is used directional antenna to detect and prevent the wormhole attack. The technique is assumed that nodes 

maintain accurate sets of their neighbors. So, an attacker cannot execute a wormhole attack if the wormhole transmitter is 

recognized as a false neighbor and its messages are ignored. To estimate the direction of received signal and angle of arrival 

of a signal it uses directional antennas. This scheme works only if two nodes are communicating with each other, they receive 

signal at opposite angle. But this scheme is failed only if the attacker placed wormholes residing between two directional 

antennas. 

 

 

Figure 3 : attack detection in MANET 

 

Statistical analysis scheme is based on relative frequency of each link which is part of the wormhole tunnel and that is 

appears in the set of all obtained routes. In this techniques, it is possible to detect unusual route selection frequency by using 

statistical analysis detected and will be used in identifying wormhole links. This method do not requires any special hardware 

or any changes in existing routing protocols. It does not require even the aggregation of any special information, since it uses 

routing data that is already available to a node the main idea behind this approach resides in the fact that the relative 

frequency of any link that is part of the wormhole tunnel, will be much higher than other normal links. 
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IV. OBSERVATION 

 

Table 1: Observations of various researches done by existing systems 

 

Managemen
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Internal 

Controller 

Configuration 

Control the 

Traffic 

Channel 

Configuration 

as well as 

Monitoring 

Scalability 

as well as  

Localization 

Communicat

ion 

Management 

  

[1,2] 

 Circulated and 

centralized 

network 

configuration 

in-band 

traffic 

channel 

and 

out-band 

Yes NA Yes 

 [3] Distributed 

network 

configuration 

 

in-band 

traffic 

channel 

Yes NA NA 

[4] Distributed 

network 

configuration 

 

in-band 

traffic 

channel 

Yes NA NA 

 [5] centralized 

network 

configuration 

in-band 

traffic 

channel 

NA Yes NA 

 [6] Distributed 

network 

configuration 

in-band 

traffic 

channel 

NA Yes NA 

 

[7,8] 

Distributed 

network 

configuration 

in-band 

traffic 

channel 

NA Yes NA 

 [9] Distributed 

network 

configuration 

in-band 

traffic 

channel 

NA Yes NA 

 

Gap Analysis 

 Low attack detection accuracy. 

 High packet overhead. 

 Privacy leakage issues. 

 Low throughput. 

 High packet loss ratio. 

 

V. COCNLUSION 

This system we describes on exposure and elimination of wormhole attack throughout data communication. The proposed 

techniques provide more security to ad hoc networks and also prevent different kind of network attacks. It supports to 

escalations the packet delivery ratio (PDR) as well as decreases the network overhead by cultivating the enactment of the 

respective routing protocol. In future plan, it also needs to improve the table entries at receiver node to get the detection of 

wormhole nodes faster. And also improve the security of wireless ad hoc networks. By deploying such effective approach to 

prevent various kin fog network attacks with new defined algorithm. For future work wormhole attacks have been identified 
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as attacks that  can  be  powerful  and  can  be  cause  of  severe damage  to  the  network  even  if  communications require  

authentication  and  encryption.  It is  not something that  we should  take  lightly. To analyze and compare the following    
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